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These volumes contain practically all of importance that Theodore Roosevelt has had to say to the public, in speeches, letters and magazine articles dealing with the Great War, before and after America entered it; and all that he has had to say, in addresses, state papers and letters, on the subject of corporate wealth and the relations of capital and labor, since he entered the White House; and the most important of his utterances on those subjects as Governor of New York.  The object of the editor has been to present in convenient and lasting form a complete and authentic record of what Theodore Roosevelt fought for and against during his memorable career.  The volumes dealing particularly with the Roosevelt Policy are published with his permission and by special arrangement, which, however, extends no further than the furnishing of complete and accurate copies of his public utterances.  For the selections made and the titles given to them, the editor alone is responsible.  All of the notable public addresses that appear in the concluding volume were furnished by his literary executor, and his final articles contributed to, and copyrighted by, the Metropolitan Magazine are reprinted by permission.  For permission to include in this volume the articles entitled, Fear God and Take Your Own Part, Uncle Sam's Only Friend is Uncle Sam, Murder on the High Seas, Socialism Versus Social Reform, The Farmer: The Corner Stone of Civilization, The Hun Within Our Gates and Nine Tenths of Wisdom is Being Wise in Time, thanks are due to the George H.  Doran Company by whom they are copyrighted.  Three addresses entitled Progressive Cause Greater Than Any Individual, A Confession of Faith and Woman's Place in Politics, made during the Presidential campaign of 1912, were selected from manuscripts Colonel Roosevelt furnished to E.  H'.  Youngman by whom they are copyrighted.
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